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5 Myths About Weight Loss Surgery

There are so many misconceptions  an preconceived notions about
weight loss surgery that it can be a polorised topic.

I have found that some people are quite negative but they rarely have
real knowledge about what Weight Loss Sur gery is. 

There are three main types of
surgery but more types or
variations are around.  Get a
group of 10 people who have had
weight loss surgery together and
ask them which surgery and you
might get 10 di�erent answers.

Here are a few myths:

1. Weight Loss Surgery is Cheating
2. Life will be exactly the same after surgery
3. You have to starve yourself to lose weight
4. Weight Loss Surgery is all you need to do
5. Only the lazy have Weight Loss Surgery

Lets take a look at each.
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1. Weight Loss Surgery is Cheating

Weight loss surgery is looked at by some

people as an easy way out, that the
surgery alone will cause weight loss for
the rest of the persons life.

In reality if a person has weight loss
surgery they may lose some or all of
their excess weight for a time, but then if
they do not apply other weight loss tools
they will gain it all back, or more.

Are people perceived as a cheat if they
lose weight with a diet?  Some can
reduce how much they eat by a little and lose a lot of weight. 

A diet is a tool, just like weight loss surgery.  The more tools that are
used to lose weight, the longer the change will be.
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2. Life will be exactly the same after
surgery

Some believe they can return to eating normally
after surgery.  Weight loss surgery is on the
stomach, just like any other major surgery the body
needs time to recover.

By eating solid food too soon after surgery the
stomach can be damaged.  The damage can be
painful and further surgery may be required to �x it.

Surgeons advise a liquid diet for up to 4 weeks.  This can start with
broths and thin liquids slowly moving to thick liquids before the patient
is allowed to move to soft foods.

Each food needs to be introduced and tested.  The stomach needs to be
able to break down the food and digest it. Some foods are more di�cult
to digest then others. The amount the food has been chewed a�ects
digestion as well. As with everything, we are all di�erent and what foods
work for one person, may not work for another. It also may take longer
for some people to heal then others. The bariatric team are the experts
and instruct each patient when to move to the next stage.
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3. You have to starve yourself to lose
weight

A very common belief, whether
associated with weight generally
is that the less you eat the more
weight you will lose.

This is false.  if you do not eat
enough for your body to function
for very short periods of time a
body will lose weight.  If this
continues your body will not
know when it will get food next,
realises it is being starved and goes into starvation mode also called
metabolic damage.  

It stores as much as it can because it has no idea when you will feed it
next. A person needs to eat enough on a regular basis to lose weight but
not enough to maintain or gain weight.  

Skipping one meal on a rare occasion will not to this but skipping a lot of
meals or reducing food for long periods of time.  The amount of food
that a person needs to lose weight is di�erent for men and women, the
size of the person and their activity levels.

Some bariatric teams have a specialist dietician who can help with this. 
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4. Weight Loss Surgery is all you need to
do

As with myth 1 surgery is one of many
tools.  It can aid in a healthy weight for
life when combined with a healthy diet
and exercise. 

Most people have heard stories of
people who had weight loss surgery and
lost all of their excess weight while
eating unhealthy foods and not
exercising.

Some people will lose weight right after
surgery without healthy eating and exercise but will gain the weight back
once their bodies have adjusted. 

Weight Loss Surgeons will always recommend eating healthy and
exercise combined with weight loss surgery.  The surgery is to help the
person limit food intake. 

Help is the key, it still requires the person to eat healthy and watch
portion size, as well as exercise.
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5. Only the lazy have Weight Loss
Surgery

Something that is said by those who have not
had it.  It may stem from the perception that
a person has become overweight because
they are lazy.

There are many reasons a person is
overweight.  Whatever it is that person can
carry around the weight of two people, or
more. How much more energy does it take to
carry around the weight of an entire person?

Just doing normal activity like walking,
standing or sitting requires more e�ort then
for a 'normal' weight person.  Could a normal
sized person walk around carrying a backpack of double their weight?

Weight loss can be di�cult and exhausting.  With the tools of healthy
eating, exercise and weight loss surgery the person has a better chance
to succeed.
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About Katherine

Being overweight for
more than 10 years, trying
diet after diet, and diet
and exercise.  Nothing
seemed to work.

I thought I was a failure by
looking at weight loss
surgery.  Then I
researched and decided
to have weight loss
surgery. 

After surgery my weight loss was less than expected which helped me to
look at what tools I was using and how to break habits of a lifetime.

There are 6 tools and the more tools that are implemented and used the
more permanent the change will be.  This becomes a healthy lifestyle
rather than a temporary diet.

I have been a stable weight since January 2018, there is no cheating on a
diet, no struggles to maintain.

Learn more at www.EpiphanyWellbeing.Solutions
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Success requires motivation

Whether you decide on surgery or not discover your reason that

will see you changing for life

Sign me up!
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